DARTMOUTH WINS OVER SQUASH FIVE
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DARTMOUTH WINS

DIVER SQUASH FIVE

lunt Is Only Technology Victor

in Last Meet of Year

Winning but one match out of the five played, the varsity squash team was defeated at Dartmouth on Saturday by the score of 4 to 1. Hunt, only winner for Technology, defeated Davis, his opponent, 3 to 2, during his last game by the score of 18 to 17. The match was the first played by a sanctioned Dartmouth squash team this year.

---

THE TECH

CAGERS LOSE TO NEW HAMPSHIRE

Engineers Lose Lead After First Few Minutes

The Technology varsity basketball team met its seventh defeat in the Hangar Gym last Saturday night when the University of New Hampshire scored 50 points to the Engineers' 31.

The Technology quintet took the lead in the first few minutes of play and it looked as if they were due to break the prevailing jinx. After seven minutes of close playing, when New Hampshire had tied the score, Frames went in the order of

Lucky Strike presents the Metropolitan Opera Company

Saturday at 2:30 P.M., New York Grand Opera House, 51st and 5th Avenue. Tickets 50 and 100 cents. Lucky Strike with the Metropolitan Opera Company. New York Spring Opera Company, "Tosca di Lamarmora.

This picture tells better than words the merit of your Lucky Strike. Luckies use only the center leaves of the finest tobacco plants... because the center leaves are the mildest, tenderest, smoothest.

Lucky Strike does not use the top leaves... because top leaves are under-developed... they are not ripe... They would give a harsh smoke.

Lucky Strike does not use the bottom leaves... because bottom leaves are inferior in quality. They grow close to the ground, and are tough, coarse and always sandy.

"Always the Finest Tobacco and only the Center Leaves"

This picture tells better than words the merit of your Lucky Strike. Luckies use only the center leaves. Not the top leaves, because those are under-developed—not ripe. Not the bottom leaves, because those are inferior in quality—they grow close to the ground and are tough, coarse and always sandy. The center leaves are the mildest leaves, the finest in quality. These center leaves are cut into long, even strands and are fully packed into each and every Lucky Strike cigarette, completely filled—to loose ends. Is it any wonder that Luckies are so truly mild and smooth? And in addition, you know, "It's toasted"—for throat protection, for finer taste.